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Immersive Experiences Week 1

The Model UN Experience

Breaking news! An international conflict has broken out. As a team, represent your
country to ensure international stability, economic cooperation, trade supply lines and
long standing alliances

Discover diplomacy: understand the role of negotiation on the international stage

Explore what determines a successful development intervention

Work in teams to urgently deal with an evolving situation and race against the clock to
build an effective international development strategy

Receive expert feedback on your performance 

Take on the role as the UN Security Council to help solve an international conflict 

Learn about the UN’s famed cluster approach and see how nations work together in
times of crisis

Becoming an Elected Official

In teams, design and run your own election campaign. See if you can build a manifesto,

create a dazzling speech and win over voters!                                                                  

                                                                          
Build a manifesto for your campaign               

Address key issues relevant to your nation or constituents

Examine the many forms of political strategy and evaluate the best ways to gain an
advantage

Manage your campaign and hone your approach to achieve electoral success

Discover the inside tips and tricks for navigating political speeches

Cultivate your power of persuasion and improve the clarity of your message as you
perfect your pitch and delivery 

Work in your teams to canvass for deciding votes
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Immersive Experiences Week 2

Politics and the Media

Visit Sky Up Academy Studios and receive a behind the scenes tour of Sky.                 

Working in groups, take on the roles of the media team to create a political news report

Discover how to craft a story when faced with political spin and legal limitations

Receive live feedback from experts on how they would have handled the challenge

Enter a crisis management simulation and understand the world of spin!

Amnesty International: Campaigning and Lobbying

Enter Amnesty International as you receive an introduction to human rights and lobbying

Lobbying: what is it and what can we do?

Discover the ways you can affect political change

Take part in a campaign building masterclass

Enter the lobby: Design and pitch your campaign!

Parliamentary Democracy

Visit one of the world’s most famous political buildings, the UK’s Houses of Parliament
and understand 1,000 years of political history 

Now you’ve seen it in action, understand how bicameral parliamentary systems
influence global politics 

Take your seat as the government or opposition and defend or criticise the handling of a
crisis

Form a government and tackle a complex and ever changing crisis

Visit one of the world’s most famous political buildings, the UK’s Houses of Parliament
and understand 1,000 years of political history 

International Development and Conflict Resolution

Attend a Keynote Speech on International Development, Communications, secret
technologies and problematic foreign aid

Stop worldwide devastation: come up with answers to some dangerously problematic
foreign policy 
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Present your feedback and receive feedback from our industry executives

Panel and Q&A  with experts from all industries

Open Networking – speak to whoever you like!


